The analysis of capital injection strategy in the literature of insurance risk models (e.g. Pafumi (1998) , and Dickson and Waters (2004) ) typically assumes that whenever the surplus becomes negative, the amount of shortfall is injected so that the company can continue its business forever. Recently, Nie et al. (2011) has proposed an alternative model in which capital is immediately injected to restore the surplus level to a positive level b when the surplus falls between zero and b, and the insurer is still subject to a positive ruin probability. Inspired by the idea of randomized observations in Albrecher et al. (2011b) , in this paper we further generalize Nie et al. (2011)'s model by assuming that capital injections are only allowed at a sequence of time points with inter-capital-injection times being Erlang distributed (so that deterministic time intervals can be approximated using the Erlangization technique in Asmussen et al. (2002)). When the claim amount is distributed as a combination of exponentials, explicit formulas for the Gerber-Shiu expected discounted penalty function (Gerber and Shiu (1998) ) and the expected total discounted cost of capital injections before ruin are obtained. The derivations rely on a resolvent density associated with an Erlang random variable, which is shown to admit an explicit expression that is of independent interest as well. We shall provide numerical examples, including an application in pricing a perpetual reinsurance contract that makes the capital injections and demonstration of how to minimize the ruin probability via reinsurance. Minimization of the expected discounted capital injections plus a penalty applied at ruin with respect to the frequency of injections and the critical level b will also be illustrated numerically.
Introduction
The classical compound Poisson risk process U = {U t } t≥0 for an insurance company is defined by
time for i = 1, 2, . . . (with Z 0 = 0−). Although the surplus level is often checked at deterministic intervals in practical applications, it is generally very difficult to obtain explicit results for various ruinrelated quantities when each T i is a constant. Therefore, Albrecher et al. (2011b assumed that
(independent of other attributes of the surplus process U ) form an i.i.d. sequence with common Erlang(m, β) density f T (t) = β m t m−1 e −βt (m − 1)! , t > 0, (1.2) where the shape parameter m is a positive integer, and β > 0 is a scale parameter. The choice of the Erlang(m, β) distribution is motivated by the Erlangization technique frequently used in finite-time ruin problems (e.g. Asmussen et al. (2002) , Stanford et al. (2005 Stanford et al. ( , 2011 , and Ramaswami et al. (2008) ). It is known that if we fix the mean of the generic inter-observation time T to be ET = m/β = h and let m → ∞, then the random variable T converges in distribution to a point mass at h. In other words, one can approximate the situation of e.g. monthly, quarterly or annual observation by increasing m (and β at the same time). Since then, some other variants of Albrecher et al. (2011b) 's model with periodic observations have also been analyzed by others. For example, Avanzi et al. (2013) , Zhang (2014) and Zhang and Cheung (2016) worked with a periodic dividend barrier strategy where ruin is monitored continuously, and they respectively looked at the dual risk model, the perturbed compound Poisson risk model and the Markov additive risk process. Moreover, Choi and Cheung (2014) considered a model in which the event of ruin is checked at {Z i } ∞ i=1 but dividend decisions are only made at {Z ij } ∞ i=1 for some positive integer j, thereby allowing for e.g. monthly checking of ruin and quarterly or semi-annual dividend announcements. We remark that the case of a Poissonian observer (i.e. {Z i } ∞ i=1 are the arrival epochs of a Poisson process) has been studied by e.g. Boxma et al. (2010) , Ivanovs (2013, 2017) , Albrecher et al. (2016) , and Zhang et al. (2017) , and such a model is known to yield simpler formulas and interesting identities. We also refer interested readers to e.g. Albrecher et al. (2011a) and Avanzi et al. (2014) for the study of optimal periodic dividend strategies.
With the idea of randomized observations in mind, this paper aims to propose a periodic capital injection strategy in the classical compound Poisson risk model (1.1), which extends the work by Nie et al. (2011) . At the observation times (or capital injection times) {Z i } ∞ i=1 , if the observed surplus level x is such that x ∈ [0, b) for some pre-specified critical level b > 0, then a capital amount of b − x is injected so that the surplus returns to the level b that is deemed safe (see Figure 1 ). Denoting the modified process as U b = {U b t } t≥0 , its dynamics can be jointly described with the auxiliary processes U (i) = {U Without loss of generality, we have assumed that Z 0 = 0− (i.e. time zero is not a capital injection time) so that U b 0 = U 0 = u even if 0 ≤ u < b (see Remark 1) . Assuming that the event of ruin is monitored continuously, the ruin time of U b is defined by τ b = inf{t ≥ 0 : U b t < 0} with the convention inf ∅ = ∞. It is instructive to note that Nie et al. (2011) 's model can be retrieved by letting β → ∞ (with m fixed) so that the generic inter-capital-injection time T converges to a point mass at zero. In this paper, we are interested in the Gerber-Shiu function In order to obtain explicit formulas for φ(u; b) and V (u; b), we assume for the rest of the paper that the generic claim amount X is distributed as a combination of exponentials with density
η i α i e −α i x , x > 0, (1.6) where a is a positive integer, α i 's are distinct positive parameters, and η i 's are non-zero constants (which are possibly negative) such that f X (·) is a proper density function. The above distributional assumption is not restrictive since any positive continuous distribution can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a combination of exponentials (see e.g. Dufresne (2007) for its fitting). See concluding remarks for the discussion of the case where claims have rational Laplace transform.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminary results concerning a resolvent density associated with an Erlang random variable are obtained. Such a resolvent density is shown to admit an explicit expression in Proposition 1, and this plays a crucial role in Sections 3 and 4 to derive full solutions to the Gerber-Shiu function φ(u; b) and the expected total discounted cost of capital injections before ruin V (u; b) respectively. Although the proofs are tedious, the main results are stated in the form of Propositions for easy reference. The computational procedure of φ(u; b) and V (u; b) involves recursive calculations of some constant coefficients as well as solving systems of linear equations, which can be readily implemented in software packages like Mathematica. Section 5 utilizes the theoretical results to provide some numerical illustrations. In particular, under the reinsurance set-up, a perpetual reinsurance contract that injects the capital is priced and it is applied to determine the optimal reinsurance strategy that minimizes the ruin probability, thereby complementing the results in Nie et al. (2011, Example 5.1.1). On the other hand, under the 'shareholders' interpretation, we aim at minimizing the sum of the expected discounted capital injections and a penalty at ruin, namely V (u; b) + Kφ(u; b) for some constant K ≥ 0. Because of the periodicity of capital injections introduced in this paper, the minimization of V (u; b) + Kφ(u; b) can also be done with respect to the frequency β of injections (in addition to the critical level b done in the more classical manner). The performance of Erlangization is demonstrated as well. Section 6 ends the paper with some concluding remarks, and the proofs of some intermediate results are collected in the Appendices.
A resolvent density at an Erlang time
For q ≥ 0, the q-scale function associated with the compound Poisson process U , denoted by W (q) (·), is a continuous function on [0, ∞) such that W (q) (x) = 0 for x < 0. For x ≥ 0 it is characterized by the Laplace transform
under the claim assumption (1.6), one can write the right-hand side of (2.1) using partial fractions as 1
are the (assumed distinct) roots of the Lundberg's fundamental equation (in ξ)
and
Therefore, by Laplace transform inversion, we obtain
It is well known that (2.3) has a unique non-negative root, denoted by ρ q,a+1 , which is also called the right inverse of ψ(·) (see Kyprianou (2013, Chapter 2) ). All other roots of (2.3), namely {ρ q,i } a i=1 , have negative real parts.
Further define τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : U t < 0} to be the ruin time of process U without capital injections. Then the q-resolvent measure of U killed on exiting [0, ∞) is defined by
From Kyprianou (2013, Theorem 5.2), there exists a density r (q) (u, x) such that R (q) (u, dx) = r (q) (u, x)dx, and it is given by
7) where the last equality follows from (2.5). When q is positive, it is noted that the definition (2.6) can be rewritten as
where e q is an independent exponential random variable with mean 1/q. For positive integer n, the above resolvent measure is extended to
e q,i U 0 = u , u, x ≥ 0; q > 0, (2.8) where {e q,i } ∞ i=1 , independent of U , are i.i.d. with the same distribution as e q . Note that R
1 (u, dx) = R (q) (u, dx). By Markov property, one has the recursive relationship 9) with the starting point r
n (u, dx)/dx is the resolvent density of the resolvent measure R (q) n (u, ·).
In the remainder of this paper, we will only encounter the case q = β + δ > 0 (since β > 0 and δ ≥ 0). For convenience, the abbreviations ρ β+δ,i = ρ i and C β+δ,i = C i will be used for i = 1, 2, . . . , a + 1. The following Proposition gives explicit results for the resolvent density r (β+δ) n (u, x), and the proof is given in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 Suppose that each claim amount in the surplus process (1.1) is distributed as a combination of exponentials with density (1.6). Then the resolvent measure r (β+δ) n (u, x) admits the representations, for u < x,
The constants in (2.10) and (2.11) for the starting point n = 1 are given by
12)
For n = 1, 2, . . ., the constants can be computed recursively via
14)
Analysis of the Gerber-Shiu function
To analyze the Gerber-Shiu function φ(u; b) defined in (1.4) for the process U b with capital injections, we condition on whether or not ruin occurs before the first capital injection time, leading to
Under the Erlang density (1.2), it is clear from the definition (2.8) and the fact that R
In addition, we define, for positive integer m,
which is the Gerber-Shiu function in the classical model U for ruin occurring before an independent Erlang(m, β) time. With (3.2) and (3.3), the integral equation (3.1) becomes
To solve the above integral equation satisfied by φ(·; b), we turn our focus to the quantity ζ m (u) appearing there. Using Markov property and (3.2), we arrive at
It is instructive to note that
is simply the Gerber-Shiu function in U under the force of interest β + δ. Therefore, it follows from Kyprianou (2013, Theorem 5.5) along with the claim density (1.6) and the resolvent density (2.7) that
where
The subscript 'w' emphasizes the dependence of F w,l on the choice of penalty function w(·), and similar notation will be used for other constants that subsequently appear.) In the final step of (3.7), we have used (2.4) to see that
where the last identity follows from e.g. Cheung (2010, p.444). Then, applying (2.10), (2.11) and (3.7), the integral in (3.5) is evaluated as
Some details have been omitted in obtaining the second equality of (3.9) since the steps are very similar to the analysis of I 1 (u, x) and I 2 (u, x) in the proof of Proposition 1. Consolidating (3.5)-(3.9), it is found that ζ m (u) can be represented as
. . , a; j = 1, 2, . . . , m. Proposition 2 Suppose that each claim amount in the surplus process (1.3) is distributed as a combination of exponentials with density (1.6). Then the Gerber-Shiu function φ(u; b) satisfies the homogeneous ordinary differential equation
12) where E m,i,j 's are given in Proposition 1.
Proof. Throughout the proof we consider the domain u ≥ b. We begin with the analysis of the first term in (3.4) . By applying a binomial expansion to the term involving (u − x) j−1 in (2.11) followed by a change of order of summations, we arrive at
Next, using (2.10) and (2.11), the second term in (3.4) can be written as
We shall proceed by applying the operator (3.4) . Thanks to the Erlang representations (3.10) and (3.13) along with the fact that (d/du − ρ i ) j (u j−1 e ρ i u ) = 0, one has that
Similarly, as the first summation term in (3.16) also vanishes after operation, we obtain
In the last equality, we have used the fact that
which can be readily verified by successive differentiation. Hence, incorporating (3.17)-(3.19) to (3.4), the result (3.12) follows.
The ordinary differential equation (3.12) has characteristic equation (in ξ)
which has a total of m(a + 1) roots. The following Proposition provides an equivalent equation to (3.20) such that m of the roots are on the right half of the complex plane. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Proposition 3 With the claim amount distributed as a combination of exponentials with density (1.6), the characteristic equation (3.20) is equivalent to
and has exactly m roots with non-negative real parts.
Equation ( 
where {s m,n } ma n=1 are the roots of (3.21) with negative real parts, and the constants {A w,m,n (b)} ma n=1 can be solved from the system of ma linear equations comprising
whereas P m,i,j (b)'s and H w,m,i,j 's are given by (3.15) and (3.11) respectively.
Proof. The solution form (3.22) is a direct consequence of Propositions 2 and 3 and the assumption lim u→∞ φ(u; b) = 0. A sufficient condition for the regular condition to hold is that the penalty function w(·) is bounded (say, by a non-negative constant W ). Then, it is immediate that φ(u; b)
, and the last quantity tends to zero as u → ∞ under δ > 0 or the loading condition c > λEX. Now, it remains to determine the unknown constants {A w,m,n (b)} ma n=1 . To this end, we shall use the integral equation (3.4) for u ≥ b. Since the first and third terms on the right-hand side of (3.4) are already explicitly known from (3.13) and (3.10), we focus on using (3.22) to compute the second term, or equivalently (3.16). By (A.7), the first summation term in (3.16) equals
Next, applying (A.6) along with a binomial expansion and a change of order of summations, the second summation term in (3.16) is found to be
Finally, the third summation term in (3.16) (including the minus sign) is
Combining the above three expressions, (3.16) becomes 25) where Q m,n,i,j (b)'s are given by (3.24).
With (3.10), (3.13), (3.22) and (3.25) , the integral equation (3.4) reduces to
which is true for u ≥ b. Comparing the coefficients of e sm,nu leads to no information because each s m,n is a root of the characteristic equation (3.20) . On the other hand, by matching the coefficients of
Analysis of expected discounted cost of capital injections
In this section, we study the expected total discounted cost incurred by capital injections V (u; b) defined in (1.5). Since much of the derivation is very similar to that in Section 3, some details will be omitted. But we require the following Lemma which is concerned with the limiting behaviour of V (u; b) as u → ∞.
The proof is provided in Appendix C. Next, using the logic leading to (3.4), it is clear that V (·; b) satisfies the integral equation
Although the above equation is valid for u ≥ 0, following the comments before Proposition 2, we only need to solve it for {V (u; b) : u ≥ b}. The next two Propositions are the analogues of Propositions 2 and 4.
Proposition 5 Suppose that each claim amount in the surplus process (1.3) is distributed as a combination of exponentials with density (1.6). Then the expected discounted cost of capital injections V (u; b) satisfies the homogeneous ordinary differential equation
3) where E m,i,j 's are given in Proposition 1.
Proof. To prove (4.3), the operator
. We start with the integral term in (4.2) involving χ(·). By slightly modifying (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain
depend on the choice of cost function χ(·). The Erlang form of (4.4) implies that this term vanishes after applying the operator
In addition, following the proof of Proposition 2, it is immediate to see that (3.19) is still valid (with φ(·; b) replaced by V (·; b)), and so is (3.18) . Combining these observations yields (4.3).
Proposition 6 Suppose that each claim amount in the surplus process (1.3) is distributed as a combination of exponentials with density (1.6), and the regular condition lim u→∞ V (u; b) = 0 in Lemma 1 holds. Then the expected total discounted cost of capital injections before ruin V (u; b) admits the explicit representation
where {s m,n } ma n=1 are the roots of (3.21) with negative real parts, and the constants {B χ,m,n (b)} ma n=1 can be solved from the system of ma linear equations comprising
In (4.7), the constants P m,i,j (b)'s, Q m,n,i,j (b)'s and H χ,m,i,j (b)'s are given by (3.15), (3.24) and (4.5) respectively. 
Numerical examples
In this section, we shall apply the theoretical results derived in Sections 2-4 to provide some numerical examples. For u ≥ b, the Gerber-Shiu function φ(u; b) and the expected discounted cost of capital injections before ruin V (u; b) are calculated by Propositions 4 and 6. Then, for 0 ≤ u < b, the values of φ(u; b) and V (u; b) are computed via (3.4) and (4.2). (Although the integrals in (3.4) and (4.2) can be evaluated explicitly since the components involved are known functions, the tedious but straightforward details are omitted for brevity.)
Poissonian observer and exponential claims
We start with the simplest case where both the inter-capital-injection times and the claim amounts are exponentially distributed, i.e. their densities are f T (t) = βe −βt and f X (x) = α 1 e −α 1 x respectively by letting m = 1 and a = 1 in (1.2) and (1.6). Due to the memoryless property of exponential claims (and the fact that the event of ruin is always monitored continuously), given that ruin occurs the deficit at ruin |U b τ b | follows the same exponential distribution as the individual claim. Therefore, as far as the Gerber-Shiu function φ(u; b) is concerned, it is sufficient to consider the special case w(·) ≡ 1 so that φ(u; b) corresponds to the Laplace transform of the ruin time.
Exact results for continuous observation
Note that if β → ∞ then the surplus process U b is observed continuously for capital injections, i.e. whenever the surplus falls below the critical level b, capital is injected immediately to restore it to b, which is exactly the model considered by Nie et al. (2011) . At the limit, the functions φ(u; b) and V (u; b) will be respectively denoted by φ ∞ (u; b) and V ∞ (u; b), which are provided below for the sake of completeness. Under the cost function χ(x) = x for x ∈ (0, b], the quantity V ∞ (u; b) becomes the expected present value of capital injected before ruin, which was derived by Nie et al. (2011, Section 5.1) as
is the Laplace transform of the ruin time pertaining to the classical model U without capital injections given by Gerber and Shiu (1998, Equation (5.38)), where
is the negative root of (3.21) (which is now a quadratic equation). For Laplace transform of the ruin time φ ∞ (u; b), we need to slightly modify the results in Nie et al. (2011) who considered the ruin probability.
Omitting the details, it is found that φ ∞ (u; b) admits the explicit expression
.
For 0 ≤ u < b, capital is immediately injected at time zero if the surplus starts below b under continuous checking for capital injections. Hence, one has the definitions
Impact of injection frequency β and optimization from shareholders' viewpoint
We begin by looking at the impact of the parameter β on φ(u; b) and V (u; b) in Example 1, where β can be interpreted as the frequency of checking the process for capital injections. Figure 2 (b) suggests that the former effect always dominates when β = 5, 10, 50, 100, ∞. However, when β = 1 the latter effect dominates for small initial surplus. This is because when u is quite small and checking for capital injections occurs infrequently, the process may just ruin before the surplus is ever checked for capital injections, but a slight increase in u could increase the chance of ever having a capital injection and the amount of the first injection in such case could be large as the surplus starts far below the critical level b. Although each curve in both Figures 2(a) and 2(b) seemingly has a kink at u = 5, we have zoomed in the figures (which are not reproduced here) and found that the functions are indeed smoothly pasted at u = 5 when β = 5, 10, 50, 100 but not when β = ∞ (see Remark 2 below for more explanations).
Remark 2
The smooth pasting property can indeed be analyzed for general claim density f X (·) and Erlang(n) inter-capital-injection times using the same steps as in Avanzi As discussed in the introduction, it is of the shareholders' interest to minimize V (u; b) + Kφ(u; b) for some constant K ≥ 0 as the owners of the insurance company are responsible for making capital injections and paying a penalty applied at ruin that possibly depends on the deficit. See Dickson and Waters (2004) for related discussions. The constant K can be regarded as a weight assigned to φ(u; b): if K is small then one puts more emphasis on minimizing the expected discounted cost of capital injections; but if K is set to be large then the insurer is more concerned about the penalty in the event of ruin. The optimization with respect to the injection frequency is performed in the next example.
Example 2 (Minimizing capital injections plus penalty at ruin with respect to β) We follow the same model parameters as in Example 1 in that λ = 1, α 1 = 1, c = 1.2, b = 5, δ = 0.1, w(·) ≡ 1 and χ(x) = x for x ∈ (0, b]. The initial surplus is fixed to be u = 4 throughout. (Note that in this setting φ(u; b) also represents the expected discounted deficit since the deficit follows an independent exponential distribution with mean 1 given that ruin occurs.) 
Optimal reinsurance to minimize ruin probability
We shall first demonstrate how V (u; b) can be applied to price a perpetual reinsurance contract. The idea of perpetual reinsurance was proposed by Pafumi (1998) and Dickson and Waters (2004) , where a reinsurer immediately makes the necessary payments to bring the insurer's surplus back to zero whenever it drops below zero due to a claim. In this paper, the above perpetual reinsurance is readily modified as follows. At each capital injection time Z i , if the surplus process drops below the critical level b > 0, then the reinsurer will make the payments to restore the surplus to level b provided that ruin has not occurred in the interim. Assume that the insurance company possesses an initial surplus of U * ≥ 0, and it pays part of U * as a net single premium to a reinsurer at time zero in return for the reinsurance payments. Taking into account the fact that paying the reinsurance premium reduces the insurer's initial surplus and denoting the price of the perpetual reinsurance by RP, then RP∈ (0, U * ] (if it exists) satisfies the equation
where V (u; b) is calculated under a cost function χ(·) agreed by the insurer and the reinsurer. Note that the insurer effectively starts at the surplus level U * − RP after purchasing reinsurance. In general, the above equation has to be solved numerically although explicit expressions for V (u; b) is available.
Example 3 (Pricing reinsurance contract)
We follow similar parameter settings as in Example 1, and set λ = 1 and c = 1.2 and assume exponential claims with α 1 = 1. The inter-capital-injection times are also exponential but with parameter β = 2. We are interested in calculating the reinsurance premium RP using (5.6). Assuming that the reinsurer has a 50% loading factor, V (u; b) appearing in (5.6) is computed under the cost function χ(x) = 1.5x for x ∈ (0, b], and a force of interest δ = 0.1 is used to discount the injections. The exact values of the reinsurance premium RP for various pairs of (U * , b) are presented in Table  1 . The word 'NA' indicates cases where RP does not exist, i.e. even the entire initial surplus U * is insufficient to purchase reinsurance. These entries happen mostly when the critical level b is no less than U * . Although V (u; b) is not always decreasing in u (see the blue line in Figure 4 as well as the discussions in Example 1), within Table 1 one observes that RP is decreasing in U * across each row, suggesting that an insurer with higher initial surplus pays less reinsurance premium. Furthermore, from each column of Table 1 , we see that RP is increasing in b, meaning that it is more expensive for the insurer to purchase a reinsurance contract that injects capital to bring the surplus to a higher level b at a capital injection time. Interestingly, it is found that the RP value exists but is not unique for six pairs of (U * , b), and the corresponding cells are in bold in Table 1 (where we have chosen the smallest value of RP). In each case, there are three values of RP satisfying (5.6) (denoted by RP i for i = 1, 2, 3 in increasing order), and the results are summarized in Table 2 . In particular, to see how multiple solutions occur when (U * , b) = (10, 7), we plot x and V (U * − x; b) as function of x in Figure 4 , and the intersections of the two curves satisfy (5.6). (The plots for the other five cases are very similar and thus omitted.) For each of the six cases, after paying RP 1 as reinsurance premium, the process still starts above the critical level b as U * − RP 1 > b, and this leads to the lowest ruin probability (given in Table 3 ) compared to paying RP 2 or RP 3 . But if the insurer instead chooses to pay RP 2 or RP 3 , then its surplus will go below the critical level b at the beginning. (Recall that time zero is not assumed to be a capital injection time.) This not only results in higher ruin probability but also brings more extremes to the amount of injection: there could potentially be a big injection especially at the first capital injection time if ruin has not occurred yet; but the process may have ruined before the first capital injection time due to insufficient surplus and then no capital will ever be injected.
Finally, the resulting ruin probabilities after applying the reinsurance premium in Table 1 are given in Table 3 , and these are calculated as φ(U * − RP; b) under the penalty w(·) ≡ 1 and Laplace transform argument δ = 0. For comparison, we have additionally provided the ruin probabilities φ(U * ) for the classical case without reinsurance computed via (5.2) under δ = 0. (One may regard each 'NA' entry in Table 3 to follow the classical ruin probability in the same column, since the non-existence of RP means that no reinsurance is purchased.) When RP exists, we note that reinsurance (compared to the absence of reinsurance) always reduces the ruin probability except for three pairs of (U * , b), namely (4, 3), (8, 6) or (10, 8) , which are in bold. Further examination of Table 1 reveals that these exceptions are the only cases where purchasing reinsurance brings the initial surplus below the critical level b (i.e. U * − RP < b). In these three cases, RP is unique but it is so big such that the value of U * − RP is quite small, which gives rise to a higher ruin probability than without reinsurance.
Understanding from the above Example 3 that ruin probability can be reduced via reinsurance, it is of the insurer's interest to find the reinsurance contract that minimizes the ruin probability. This can be formulated as follows. At time zero, the insurer holds an amount of capital U * and decides to allocate u as the initial surplus. The remaining U * − u = V (u; b) is used to buy a reinsurance with critical level b (that is described before Example 3). Therefore, we would like to search for the optimal pair of (u, b), namely (u * , b * ), that minimizes the ruin probability φ(u; b) (under w(·) ≡ 1 and δ = 0) subject to the constraint U * = u + V (u; b). See also Nie et al. (2011, Section 4) for the descriptions of such an optimal reinsurance strategy under continuous check for injections. Intuitively, a higher (resp. lower) reinsurance premium V (u; b) can be used to purchase better (worse) reinsurance contract which leads to higher (resp. lower) safety, but at the same time this results in a lower (resp. higher) retained capital u which makes the process more (resp. less) dangerous. For U * = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, the ruin probabilities under the constraint U * = u + V (u; b) are plotted in Figure 5 , where the dotted lines represent the values of φ(U * ) (i.e. ruin probabilities without reinsurance). Specifically, to obtain each curve (fixed U * ) in Figure 5 , we first fix u ∈ [0, U * ] and find the value of b (say b u ) such that U * − u = V (u; b). Since V (u; b) is increasing in b (see also Example 6), we always find a unique value of b u , and then the ruin probability is given by φ(u; b u ). (Note that if u = U * then no money is allocated for reinsurance and therefore b U * = 0.) It is found that the curves in Figure 5 are first decreasing and then increasing in u (and they are all convex in u). Hence, for fixed U * the ruin probability φ(u; b u ) is minimized at a unique point u = u * and the resulting critical level is b u * (i.e. the optimal pair of (u, b) is (u * , b * ) = (u * , b u * )). The values of (u * , b * ) and the resulting ruin probabilities φ(u * , b * ) are presented in Table 4 , where the ruin probabilities φ(U * ) without reinsurance are also provided for easy reference. It is clear that the ruin probabilities can be significantly reduced after pursuing optimal reinsurance (except when U * = 2).
Remark 3 Indeed, the optimal reinsurance strategy can in principle be determined by following the steps in Example 3 as well. More precisely, for fixed U * , one can first compute RP via (5.6) as a function of b and then calculate the resulting ruin probability as φ(U * − RP; b). The optimal value b * is chosen to minimize φ(U * − RP; b) with respect to b. (For example, when U * = 8, 10, by examining Table 3 one sees that the optimal values b * should not be far from 5 and 7 respectively.) Finally, u * is calculated as U * − RP where RP is the reinsurance premium under the optimal critical level b * . Although this will lead to the same optimal reinsurance strategy as in Example 4, it is more straightforward to implement the procedure in Example 4 because solving (5.6) (which is the starting point of Example 3) may result in no solution or multiple solutions.
Erlang inter-capital-injection times
In this subsection, we assume Erlang inter-capital-injection times. The Erlangization technique discussed in Section 1 will be first demonstrated with the following numerical example.
Performance of Erlangization
Example 5 (Erlangization) In this example, three claim size distributions will be considered, namely (1) a sum of two exponentials with means 1/3 and 2/3 (i.e. f X (x) = 3e −1.5x − 3e −3x ); (2) an exponential distribution with mean 1 (i.e. f X (x) = e −x ); and (3) a mixture of two exponentials: with mixing probability 1/3 it is exponential with mean 2 and with mixing probability 2/3 it is exponential with mean 1/2 (i.e. f X (x) = (1/6)e −(1/2)x + (4/3)e −2x ).
Note that the above distributions all belong to the class of combinations of exponentials, and therefore our results in earlier sections are applicable. The common mean of these distributions is 1 but their variances are 0.56, 1 and 2 respectively. Furthermore, we set c = 1.5, λ = 1, and b = 8. As mentioned in Section 1, the Erlangization procedure can be used to approximate deterministic inter-capital-injection times by fixing the mean ET = m/β and increasing m (and β at the same time). For illustration, we fix m/β = 1 and set m = 1, 2, . . . , 9.
For the initial surplus levels u = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, the exact values of ruin probabilities (i.e. φ(u; b) with w(·) ≡ 1 and δ = 0) are presented in Tables 5-7 whereas those for the expected discounted capital injections until ruin (calculated as V (u; b) under χ(x) = x for x ∈ (0, b] and δ = 0.1) are given in Tables Table 5: Ruin probabilities Tables 5-7 , it is noted that the ruin probability appears to be higher when the variance of the claim amount is larger (except when u = 0). This is natural since a larger claim variance represents a higher risk to the insurer. For u = 0, although the ruin probabilities are in reverse order of the claim variances, they are still quite close to each other. This is due to the possibility that when u = 0 there is considerable chance the process ruins before the first capital injection time, and the ruin probability with zero initial surplus in the classical model without capital injections equals P(τ < ∞|U 0 = 0) = λEX/c (i.e. independent of the individual claim distribution). Next, when comparing Tables 8-10 , the expected present value of injected capital is mostly increasing with the claim variance. Intuitively, the surplus process is likely to fall below critical level b more frequently under a higher claim variance, thereby increasing the chance for capital injections to occur. However, we also note the exceptional case of u = 5 when moving from Table 8 to Table 9 where V (u; b) decreases as Table 9 : claim variance increases. This is attributed to the fact that a higher ruin probability resulting from increased claim variance could lead to less capital injections in the long run since injections stop after ruin occurrence. See Example 1 for similar comments on Figure 2 (b) where there are two competing factors.
Impact of critical level b and optimization from shareholders' viewpoint
In the final two examples, we study the impact of the parameter b on φ(u; b) and V (u; b) as well as the minimization of V (u; b) + Kφ(u; b). The interpretation of the minimization has been given before Example 2 (except that optimization in Example 2 is done with respect to the injection frequency). For each fixed u, Figure 6 (a) shows that φ(u; b) decreases as b increases. This is because a higher critical level b means that the surplus process is brought to a higher and hence safer level whenever capital is injected, and therefore ruin is less likely to occur (or occurs later). On the other hand, V (u; b) in Figure 6 (b) is increasing in b when u is fixed. Clearly, a larger b implies that (1) a larger amount of capital needs to be injected to restore the surplus to b when capital injection occurs; and (2) there could be more injections in the long run as the surplus process survives for a longer period. As b increases further, φ(u; b) tends to a constant independent of b (which is denoted by φ(u; ∞)) whereas each curve in Figure 6 (b) approaches a straight line with positive slope. Indeed, when b is very large, a huge amount of capital (at the order of b) will be injected at the first Erlang capital injection time as long as ruin has not occurred before that. Then, the surplus process (at the high level b) is very unlikely to ruin after the first injection. As a result, if ruin occurs it has to happen before the first injection time, so that φ(u; ∞) is the Laplace transform of the ruin time for ruin occurring before an independent Erlang(m, β) time, namely E[e −δτ 1 (τ <T ) |U 0 = u], which equals ζ m (u) (when w(·) ≡ 1) given in (3. 
of an Erlang renewal process. Even we have assumed that each claim amount follows a combination of exponentials with probability density (1.6), our results are indeed applicable to the case where the claims have rational Laplace transform (of order a). In such a case, the Lundberg's equation ψ(ξ) = q also has a + 1 (assumed distinct) roots, and the scale function W (q) (x) is still in the form of (2.5) but the constants C q,i 's will not be as explicit as (2.4). Consequently, the resolvent density r (β+δ) n (u, x) given in Proposition 1 is still valid. Another modification that needs to be made is that although ζ 1 (u) in (3.6) still takes on the form (3.7) according to Landriault and Willmot (2008, Corollary 4) , the coefficients F w,l 's will be solved from a system of linear equations (see Landriault and Willmot (2008, Theorem 6) ) instead of being given explicitly in (3.8) . With the afore-mentioned adjustments, our main results (namely Propositions 4 and 6) concerning the Gerber-Shiu function and the expected discounted cost of capital injections still hold true.
In this paper, we have assumed that solvency is continuously checked, i.e. ruin is declared immediately when the insurer's surplus level becomes negative. On the other hand, for the case where the event of ruin is only monitored at the time points
, it is clear that the discounted increment of the process observed at Erlang intervals (e.g. Albrecher et al. (2011 ) can be utilized to solve the problem. More generally, one may consider the case where capital injection may only be made every j times ruin is checked (e.g. monthly balancing of books but annual capital injection if necessary). See Choi and Cheung (2014) for a similar dividend-ruin problem. The derivations, however, will be much more tedious.
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the critical level b is pre-specified. It will be interesting to analyze optimal control problems involving periodic capital injection. This includes e.g. finding the optimal dividend and capital injection strategies that maximize the expected discounted dividends minus the expected discounted capital injections if both types of payments are only made periodically. We leave these as open problems for future research.
[ A Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 1 can be proved by mathematical induction. To begin, the starting point (2.7) can be reexpressed as
Hence, (2.10) and (2.11) hold true for n = 1 with the constants given by (2.12) and (2.13). Assuming that r (β+δ) n (u, x) is given by (2.10) and (2.11) for some positive integer n, we shall look at r (β+δ) n+1 (u, x). By the first equality of (2.9) along with the induction assumption, one can write
To evaluate these three terms, the identities (which are valid for positive integer k)
will be useful. First, substitution of (A.1) into (A.3) yields
where we have changed the order of summations in the third term. Second, due to (2.7) the quantity I 1 (u, x) defined in (A.4) is given by
where 10) and similarly (j−1)! e ρ a+1 (u−x) , one asserts that the representations (2.10) and (2.11) hold true for the case n + 1 with the constants given by (2.14)-(2.18). This completes the proof.
B Appendix: Proof of Proposition 3
First, we derive a differential equation that is equivalent to (3.12) . For u ≥ 0 and j = 1, 2, . . . , m, let φ(u; b, j) be the Gerber-Shiu function for a modified process that is identical to U b except that the first capital injection time is Erlang(j, β) distributed (so that φ(u; b) = φ(u; b, m)). Hence, recursively these lead to the ordinary differential equation where the last inequality follows from the fact that L b must be no less than the first time when the process U falls below b, which is in turn equivalent to the ruin time of U but with initial surplus u − b thanks to the spatial homogeneity of U . Since the process U b returns to level b after each capital injection, V (b; b) appearing in (C.1) can be represented as 
